ARE YOUR CENTRAL REPROGRAPHICS SERVICES BECOMING A BOTTLENECK OR A RESOURCE THAT NO ONE USES?

Your in-house print and copy services were established to handle a certain level of activity and deliver a quality product. As needs change, your operation could become over-taxed or under-utilized, which can affect your bottom line. Fast turnarounds, high-quality outputs and the right capabilities ensure that internal users are satisfied and will not use expensive outside vendors. And that increases efficiency and lowers costs.

PITNEY BOWES PRINTWORKS™ SOLUTIONS FOR CENTRALIZED REPROGRAPHIC SERVICES MANAGEMENT provides customized, comprehensive management of your in-house print and copy facilities. We make sure that the proper equipment and latest technologies are in place to handle your day-to-day needs. We manage the operation using trained professionals and we continually improve the process using Six Sigma best practices. Plus, our on-site services can easily be linked to any or all Pitney Bowes MailWorks™ Solutions, Document Production and Document Management Solutions for enhanced productivity.

CENTRALIZED REPROGRAPHIC SERVICES MANAGEMENT

PITNEY BOWES PRINTWORKS™ SOLUTIONS FOR CENTRALIZED REPROGRAPHIC SERVICES MANAGEMENT HAS THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS:

- **ON-SITE CENTRAL PRINT AND REPROGRAPHICS MANAGEMENT** to improve efficiencies and utilize the right resources — on time — with little disruption to your current operation.
- **SIX SIGMA PROCESS CONSULTING** standardizes processes to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of copy center operations and realize dramatic savings.
- **PITNEY BOWES TRANSPORT™ DIGITAL PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT (DPM) FOR JOB SUBMISSION AND PRINT MANAGEMENT** allows users to access documents from a digital document library. Employees are also able to remotely submit jobs from their desktops to lower costs.
- **BEST SITE ACCESS TO NATIONAL NETWORK OF DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS CENTERS** reduces your required on-site footprint and provides you with a wide array of services, partnerships and new technology resources.
A major pharmaceutical manufacturer knew they couldn’t afford to continue processing documents on an ad hoc basis across their enterprise. Not only was their print operation a huge cost, but they were risking regulatory and compliance failures because the process wasn’t standardized. Plus, there were inefficiencies across the entire document lifecycle because print operations were not fully integrated into their record storage and mail operations.

Pitney Bowes PrintWorks® Solutions for Centralized Reprographic Services Management created a document and mail processing center to replace seven regional print centers. This “super hub” put all document operations under one roof in less than 90 days to handle 1.8 million black-and-white and 400,000 color copies every month. Now the company gets maximum efficiencies because printing, copying, imaging, storage and mailing processes are more standardized and scalable to match workflow. Plus, the consolidation reduces labor, streamlines operations, increases productivity, improves quality, provides accountability and increases equipment utilization.

This initiative has the potential to save the company almost $10 million over the next five years. The concept of a regional super hub has been so successful that it will be rolled out globally over the next several years. And that will make their bottom line even healthier.